99 honda civic dx

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Prices subject to change without
notice and do not include Title, License, Registration Fees, State or Local Taxes or Processing
Fees Please contact seller first for vehicle availability. After you submit your application a
salesperson will contact you to verify your information. Get Approved in 60 secs. Apply Now!
Check in at autoquestexpresscom One owner! It doesnt get much better than this one with a
one owner pedigree! No check lights no rust no wrecks clean title clean Carfax! Mechanical
inspection invited! Only Call to schedule a test drive! We have fuel-efficient sedans and SUVs
with spacious interiors. If you're in search of a pre-owned pickup, we have those too. Neither
the dealership nor DealerCarSearch is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment.
Description: Used Honda Civic Si. Sold as is and for parts only! That's what we want from the
time you walk into our showroom looking for the new or used Honda vehicle of your dreams to
the day you want to trade it in. See dealer for details. Let us find it for you! Save time and money
and visit our friendly and professional staff at Griffin Chevrolet, W. Metro Auto Mall Blvd in
Milwaukee. This fun to drive Civic is 4CYL, 1. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo location
today to test drive and make an offer on your next vehicle. Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location We
know that prospective customers are extremely well educated when researching their next
vehicle. South Chicago CDJR has made it easy to get all the available vehicle information so
you can spend less time researching and more time enjoying your purchase. We have an ever
changing, wide array of some of the nicest pre-owned cars you can find. Conveniently located
off State Road 37 between Fishers and Noblesville. Call us at or visit our website at
AndyMohrBG. Please be sure to verify equipment, mileage, and selling price with your
salesperson upon arrival. Odometer is miles below market average! Our Fees are Low. Just Ask.
Ask for Details. Call Major League at for any of your auto repair needs. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type
Sedan 8, Hatchback 1, Coupe 1, Engine Details Transmission Automatic 9, Manual 1, Drivetrain
Front Wheel Drive 10, Cylinders 4 cylinders 10, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. Not
provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Civic LX best engineered
car I have ever seen. I was a mechanic previously. I drove mi per day for the first year. I got in a
total accident with 2, miles on the car and the insurance wouldn't replace it. They paid more
than new car price fixing it. I kept it. It now has k mi. Not only have I never had problems with it,
as a mechanic I do my own maintenance. It is the easiest car I have ever worked on. Front
brakes take me 15 minutes. The only work that was at all difficult for me was timing belt the
crank pulley bolt is hard to get loose. With k miles I still only have to change oil synthetic every
5 to 8k miles never need to add oil! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The fifth generation Honda
Civic debuted in Japan on September 9, The wagon was also dropped for overseas markets,
while the previous generation station wagon "Shuttle" continued in Japan and Europe. At its
introduction, it won the Car of the Year Japan Award for the second time. This generation of
Civic used lightweight materials to create a fuel efficient economy car. Compared to the
previous generation, the cowl was raised, which allowed for more suspension travel. Along with
that change, the ride became softer than that of the previous generation, which provided a more
compliant ride at expense of crisper handling. In addition, vehicles with the 1. Automatic: S24A.
Introduced in late , trims available in the hatchback body style in the U. With a total interior
room passenger and luggage of 90 cu. CX : The economical CX was the base model equipped
with all-manual features, and power brakes. In the U. VX : During the late s, and the early s, as a
result of high gasoline prices, and the consumer demand for relief, automobile companies,
particularly Toyota, and Honda competed to see who could field the most fuel efficient
production automobile. The Civic VX was Honda's entry for The oxygen sensor is mounted on
the cast iron exhaust manifold, to be as close to the cylinders as possible, so the sensor will be
as hot as possible for more accurate readings. It has two O2 measurement electrochemical
cells, rather than the single cell that at the time was universal. This same model sensor has
been adopted by racing teams to monitor the combustion in each cylinder of racing engines
during the tuning process, one per cylinder, because of its sensitivity. The opening of only one
intake valve below 2, RPM results in much more of the pressure drop between atmospheric
pressure, and the inside of the cylinder to be across the valve than would otherwise be the
case. This results in an exceptionally turbulent flow, very good mixing of the charge, very high
speed flame propagation at ignition, high resistance to predetonation knock , and very low
amounts of unburned hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide, and increased engine torque, and
power in both lean burn mode, and at more normal fuel-air mixtures, below 2, rpm. As a result
of, the increased torque, and power at low rpm, the engine's torque, and power curves are
between those of normally aspirated gasoline, and diesel engines. Since the VX has what was

for the time an ultra low [ citation needed ] coefficient of aerodynamic drag of 0. The D15Z1
engine was considered revolutionary for its day. One of the few rocks Honda left unturned in
search of better fuel economy was increasing the final drive ratio of the VX, usually expressed
as the number of engine revolutions per mile in the transmission's top gear. Since the ratio of
the VX is identical to the CX, despite the engine's greater power, low end torque, and the car's
lower coefficient of drag the use of a higher final drive ratio would have resulted in a drivable
car, with even higher fuel economy. The lower than necessary final drive ratio results in a
vehicle that is remarkably quick off the line, for one that can get 50 MPG on the highway. A
higher ratio could have been accomplished by transmission modifications, such as an overdrive
top gear, a dual range transmission, or simply by using larger diameter wheels, in conjunction
with a wide ratio transmission, so there would be sufficient torque on the driving wheels in first
gear. In addition, the instrument cluster of the CX and VX featured a shift indicator light that
would notify the driver when to shift upwards in order to achieve optimum fuel economy. In ,
rear speakers and optional ABS were also added. Automatic Canada only : S24A. In Japan, the
standard four-door Civic sedan was introduced called Japanese : Civic Ferio , sold at Honda
Primo dealerships, while a more upscale version was called the Honda Domani and sold at
Honda Clio dealers. In Japan, the "Ferio" name was used from until on all sedans, regardless of
trim packages installed. The five-door wagon was not updated for this generation platform, and
continued to use the previous generation internationally until February 21, , when it was
replaced by the Honda Orthia and Honda Partner which were only available in Japan. The D15B
shared the same head as the D16Z6 found in other markets but featured a unique block, crank,
and rods. The engine shared the 1. Despite this, the crank and bearing sizes were not the same.
In Indonesia, the fifth generation Civic had two body styles, sedan nicknamed "Genio" and
3-door hatch "Estilo". In the Philippines, the fifth generation Civic was launched in late with 2
body types: a 3-door hatchback and a 4-door sedan. The hatchback was powered by a 1. The DX
was powered by a 1. All engines were of the non-VTEC type. In Pakistan, the fifth generation
Civic was launched and manufactured from May , only in the sedan bodystyle. The single
engine option was a 1. The fifth generation Civic was the first to be manufactured in Pakistan
and was manufactured until December The total number of fifth generation Civic's
manufactured in Pakistan was 6, vehicles. The first example to come of the production line is on
display at the Honda Heritage Center in Lahore Pakistan. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. Archived from the original on Retrieved Automobil Revue in German and French. Berne,
Switzerland: Hallwag AG. Car and Driver. Hachette Filipacchi Media U. Honda Motor Company.
American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories :
Honda Civic Front-wheel-drive vehicles Cars introduced in Hidden categories: CS1 maint:
archived copy as title CS1 German-language sources de CS1 French-language sources fr
Articles needing additional references from August All articles needing additional references
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from March Articles containing
Japanese-language text Articles with unsourced statements from August Commons category
link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Kohichi Hirata [1]. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive.
Honda Civic fourth generation. Honda Civic sixth generation. Manual: S20 A Manual: S20 B
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Civic Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty Street. Brio
Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF. Accord CG.
Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe.
CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord
Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station
wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV.
Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey
RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Originally a subcompact , the Civic
has gone through several generational changes, becoming both larger and more upscale,
moving into the compact car segment. EPA guidelines for vehicle size class stipulate a car
having combined passenger and cargo room of to The first generation Civic was introduced in
July as a two-door model, [3] followed by a three-door hatchback that September. In Japan, as
customers increasingly shifted to minivans and compact cars like the Fit, production of the
non-hybrid Civic ended in August when it no longer complied with Japanese government
dimension regulations in the width category. Honda, after establishing itself as a leading
manufacturer of motorcycles during the s, began production of automobiles in The car had a

transverse-mounted front engine, front-wheel drive FF layout, which would be adopted for the
later Honda and Civic models. It was Honda's first model to have an impact in the export market.
It became one of the most influential automotive designs of the s, with the Volkswagen Golf ,
Ford Fiesta , and Fiat Ritmo showing similarities as transverse-FF, truncated-trapezoidal
hatchbacks occupying a size niche between minicars and compact sedans. The Renault 5 was
introduced six months before the Honda Civic which appeared later in July. In Japan, the Civic
was the first fully modern compact car in the European style, offering a level of prestige never
before seen in this class in the market. The first generation Honda Civic was introduced on 11
July , but sold as a model in Japan. The Civic was available as a two- or four-door fastback
sedan, three- and a five-door hatchback , as well as a five-door station wagon. Because of the
oil crisis , consumer demand for fuel efficient vehicles was high, and because of the engine
being able to run on either leaded or unleaded fuel, it gave drivers fuel choice flexibility over
other vehicles. The CVCC engine debuted in December , with a head design that allowed for
more efficient combustion, and as a benefit the CVCC system did not require a catalytic
converter or unleaded fuel to meet Environmental Protection Agency emissions standards for
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. The second generation Honda Civic was introduced in
June as a model. It was larger, had a more angular shape, and came with increased engine
power. All Civic engines now used the CVCC design, which added a third valve per cylinder;
this introduced lean burn swirl technology. Three transmissions were offered: a four-speed
manual on base models , a five-speed manual, and a two-speed semi- automatic Honda had
previously called the " Hondamatic ". The second generation Civic was offered as a three-door
hatchback, a four-door sedan, a five-door hatchback and a five-door wagon. The third
generation was released in September for the model year. The separate five-door hatchback and
wagon models were merged into a five-door "shuttle wagon" or "wagovan" sometimes referred
to colloquially as a "breadbox" because of its appearance, called the Honda Civic Shuttle. An
additional two-seat coupe styleâ€”labeled CRX â€”was introduced, noted for its compact
dimensions and light weight. The third generation Civic saw the introduction of the long running
four-cylinder D series engine including a new 1. A 4WD engine with different transmission
mounts was introduced for the first time in , and later upgraded in It delivered a fuel economy of
around 28 mpg highway. The 4WD system was push-button operated until improved in when the
rear wheels would engage automatically once the front wheels lost traction. This new system
was called "Realtime" which used a "viscous coupler" connecting two propeller shafts between
the front and rear axles. The manual transmission featured a synchronized 6th gear, called "SL",
or "Super-Low", which was used for high torque at very low speeds. The "Realtime" idea is still
utilized to this day but includes technological improvements since the first system. In
September , a redesigned Civic was introduced with increased dimensions and a lower hood
line. A wide range of models and trim levels were offered for various markets around the world.
All U. The fourth generation saw the introduction of a fully independent rear suspension across
the entire model range. These Special Edition models included all white side molding that
matched the white body and color matched dual mirrors. In the body molding was a wrap
around blue stripe. Each car had interior upgrades as well as a chrome-tipped exhaust.
Introduced in September for the model year, the redesigned Civic featured increased
dimensions, as well as more aerodynamic styling. The wagon variant was now only available in
the Japanese market where the previous generation wagon was carried over until Continuing in
the sporty tradition of the original Civic SiR, Honda sold several similarly equipped variants of
the fifth generation car, still referred to as the Civic SiR, in Japan, Asia and Europe. A special
model was the i with the B18B4, that was fitted to Ballade models. The fifth generation remains
popular among tuners and racers alike. Introduced in September for the model year, the sixth
generation featured updated styling although less radical than previous redesigns. The first
Civic Si coupe EM1 was introduced in until Europe saw a DOHC 1. The seventh generation was
released in September , for the model year. While the redesign retained the previous
generation's exterior dimensions, interior space was improved in part by using a flat rear floor
thus bumping up Civic to a compact car size segment. The front suspension was changed from
that of a double wishbone to a MacPherson strut , in order to lower costs, as well as allow more
engine bay room for the newly introduced Honda K-series engine. Power was also increased on
some trim levels. The Civic Coupe was no longer sold in Japan starting with this generation. In
North America, coupe and sedan body styles were available, except for the Si SiR in Canada
which was offered only as a three-door hatchback. The Type R was redesigned as well this time
using a more powerful i-VTEC motor and using the three-door hatchback body style. This
generation saw Honda introduce their first Civic Hybrid, powered by a 1. The eighth generation
was released in September , for the model year. For the eighth generation, Honda split the
model into two different platforms, one for sedan and coupe, and one for a hatchback designed

primarily for the European market using a simpler rear suspension from the Honda Fit and more
aggressive styling. As of , a total of The hatchback is available as a three and five-door. Both Si
and Type R trim levels continued although the Japanese and European Type R, while sharing
the same engine size, are mechanically different. In the United States, an improved, sportier
version of the Civic Si 4-door tuned by tuner Mugen was offered, featuring cosmetic alterations
and changes to the suspension, wheels, slight exterior differences, and exhaust system. The
end of this model generation also marked a hiatus of the Civic Type R in Japan, with no
successor model until the later tenth generation, going on sale in mid and the discontinuation
of the Coupe outside of North America. On 13 December , Honda unveiled a sketch of the new
ninth generation Civic which was described as "energetic, sleek and aerodynamic. The
production version of the ninth generation Civic previewed by the concept went on sale in the
U. Honda's Eco Assist technology is added to most models, and became the first gasoline-only
powered Honda to employ such technology in North America. Further improvements include a
new multilink rear suspension to further reduce road feel on particularly battered roads and
highways. The tenth generation Civic is based on the all-new Honda compact global platform.
The tenth-generation Civic features a new fastback exterior design, with the rear C-pillar flowing
into the tailgate. The front of the car features a new chrome wing design that flows across the
top of the headlamps. For the model year, Honda expanded the availability of Civic's optional
six-speed manual transmission to include the hatchback's top Sport Touring trim. The interior
of the new Civic likewise features major design changes. Unlike the split bi-level speedometer
and tachometer of its predecessor, the EX and above trim levels of the tenth generation Civic
consolidates these instruments into a fully customisable, all digital "Driver Information
Interface" incorporating a 7-inch LCD screen positioned directly behind the steering wheel and
in the driver's line of sight. The eleventh-generation Civic was revealed as a prototype on
November 17, While the Civic is sold in largely the same form worldwide, differences in the
name of the models exist between markets. The sixth-generation sedan was also sold as the
Integra SJ. A four-door station wagon model called the Civic Shuttle also Civic Pro in Japan was
available from until this brand name would later be revived for the mids Honda Shuttle people
carrier, known in some markets as the Honda Stream. In South Africa, the sedan the only model
sold there until the launch of the sixth generation sedan and hatch was known as the Ballade.
The Honda Domani, an upscale model based on the Civic, was sold as the Isuzu Gemini in
Japan â€” , and confusingly the 5-door Domani was sold as the Honda Civic along with the
"real" hatchback and sedan Civics in Europe from to In Thailand, the sixth generation Civic was
available as the four-door Isuzu Vertex. The sixth-generation station wagon was sold as the
Honda Orthia , with the Partner as the downmarket commercial variant. The seventh generation
minivan model is called the Honda Stream. In Canada, the sixth and seventh generation Civics
were mildly redesigned to create the Acura EL until the advent of the eight generation Civic,
which was used to create the Acura CSX , which was designed in Canada. The three-door
hatchback body style has been somewhat unpopular in the United States, but has achieved
wide acceptance in Canada, as well as popularity in Japan and European markets, helping
cement Honda's reputation as a maker of sporty compact models. Accordingly, all instances of
the current model left or right hand drive, anywhere in the world are British-made cars designed
with Japanese engineering, except for the US-built two-door coupe and the sedan version built
in Brazil for the Latin American market. In North America, the Civic hatchback was dropped for
In Brazil, although being considered for local manufacturing since the early s it was illegal to
import cars in Brazil from until , the Civic wasn't available until , via official importing. The
seventh generation production started in , displacing the Chevrolet Vectra from the top sales
record for the mid-size sedan segment, however it lost that position to the Toyota Corolla the
following year. In , the eighth generation was released and regained the sales leadership.
Identical to the North American version, it lacks options such a moonroof, and standard
security equipment like VSA and side and curtain airbags were removed because of lack of car
safety laws in the Mercosur. Furthermore, the Brazilian subsidiary began producing flex-fuel
versions for the Civic and the Fit models, capable of running on any blend of gasoline E20 to
E25 blend in Brazil and ethanol up to E The IIHS awarded the Civic sedan with a rating of "good"
on both frontal and side impact crash tests [40] and lists the Civic as the second-best small car
in overall crashworthiness. Frontal impact:. Side impact front seat:. Side impact rear seat:. In
Australia, â€” Civics were assessed in the Used Car Safety Ratings on their level of occupant
protection regardless of size or era. Despite being a modest car, the Civic is popular as a
platform for modification and customization by the enthusiast community. Starting with the
fourth generation and continuing through the model year, Civics had front double wishbone
suspension and rear semi-trailing arm suspension. More recent seventh and eighth generation
Civics, now rated as compacts rather than subcompacts, remain generally attractive as tuner

projects in spite of added weight mostly because of U. Particularly unwelcome among the tuner
community [45] was the replacement of the front double-wishbone suspension with
MacPherson struts , which provide inferior handling primarily because of limited dynamic
camber angle control. From to , the Civic was awarded Car of the Year Japan. In , the Civic
ranked third in the European Car of the Year awards, the highest ranking for a Japanese vehicle
at that time. It also was awarded the U. Road Test magazine's " Car of the Year. The Civic has
been on Car and Driver magazine's yearly Ten Best list six times, in , â€”91, and Civics
contested the Up to cc class in the Bathurst touring car race at Bathurst in Australia each year
from to , with a best placing of second in class in both and In recent years the Civic has been
used in a wide variety of racing series, particularly in Japan. It is also used in touring car races
in Europe and the United States. Built to BTC-T specifications, it gained the team third in the
manufacturers championship. The season saw the 'works' team Civics secure an impressive
second in the manufacturers championship. Such was the competitiveness of the Civic in its
first two-season, saw five teams enter Civics, allowing the model to secure second in the
manufacturers championship. Although manufacturer support from Honda for the BTCC ended
in , several teams still found success running the Civic in and In both and , the Civic allowed the
team to finish 3rd in the Teams championship, behind the two manufacturer backed teams. In
the team returns with its Civic to defend its Team and Manufacturers championship again with
the Neal and Shedden pairing. They are the first manufacturer backed team to announce their
intention to run fully to the NGTC specification. The car was powered by a 1. After the
introduction of the new TC1 regulations in , the Civics took numerous race victories and
podiums, but were not championship contenders again until the season. The Civic was the
fastest car in with the most pole positions and main race victories, but the team missed out on
another title as their championship-leading driver Tiago Monteiro suffered injuries in a crash
during testing because of a brake failure, which put him out of the remaining rounds of the
season, while other incidents also hampered their results that season. As of February , From
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Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Subcompact car â€” Compact car â€”present. Honda N Honda Z Source: "Honda Digital
Factbook". Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Civic. Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty
Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF.
Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe.
Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord
Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV
Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3.
Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Accord
Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California available for
leasing purposes only. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I
appreciate that Aira Auto Sales contacted me, right way. He helped me and given some
recommendation for a vehicle exactly what I was looking for. He is really professional and good
customer service. A clean car drives well, although some cars cost a long time if you look
closely at the tires. I have not been able to buy. Also, the price does not include registration,
you will have to go to dmv yourself, although usually the dealer takes care of this. The price is
solid, not inferior to a cent. Of the complaint but I never heard a call back. Chris was very
prompt, call Ed me right away, sorry I didn't follow up with him, I really wanted that truck. This
was a great miss opportunity. Great to deal with. Did everything through email. Stayed open late
until we arrived. No hard sell. Will definitely use them again. Everything is great I'm just waiting
for the down payment money to arrive so that I can test drive the car and make a decision. Great
experience and in and out in a very short period. Will use them again for my next purchase.
They replied the next morning, but unfortunately the car had already sold. A little pushy, but
that's to be expected. I would be willing to buy from them in the future. I had a very good
experience with this car dealership and the person that I was dealing with was very polite and
very understanding and was just a all around good place to do business with in my opinion and
I am hoping that I can work something out with my finance company so that I can get the truck
that I test drove cause I really like that truck that is for sure. Very respectful guys, very nice
truck and lot. Responded right away had the paperwork ready for me when I showed up to pick
the truck up. Overall would go back. Great experience from start to finish. Took car to mechanic,
and although there wasn't much to fix, they did it with no hassle. Drove through four states to
get there, and glad I did. Great friendly people and great prices. They took the extra time to
wash the truck and fill it up for my ride home! Keep up the good work! They were very friendly
and helpful. I was able to make a deal, and ended up buying a car from them. Great experience
all around!! It was my first vehicle purchase and international cars made it super easy and gave
me a reasonable price!! I left the lot within a hour with my first car!! From my research, I would
say the single phrase to describe the Honda Civic is: consistent reliability. Taking into account
these are pre-owned vehicles, the only major complaint about this car is a lack of power going
up-hill. People just seem to love these cars for fuel economy, easy handling, low maintenance,
and relative comfort. What more can one say? We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda Civic listings in your
area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We've expanded your search filters
to show more results. Please see below. Find used car trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and
retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors of the car sale.
It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Honda Civic Year Hatchback. Filters Reset Done.
Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go
into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect
with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and
Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Contact for Price. Price Reduced.
Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto
Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on
the lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the

new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. The
Honda Civic first entered the US car market in as a model year. Since then, the Civic has built a
name for itself for being reliable, affordable, and fuel-efficient. While it started as a subcompact,
it has since grown to become a well-respected member of the compact segment. With almost
35, units sold in August of this year alone. The first-gen Civic was available as either a 2-door
coupe or a 3- or 5-door door hatchback. Under the hood was a 1,cc, four-cylinder engine
churning out an impressive HP. Due to the oil crisis, buyers desperately needed a low-priced,
fuel-efficient car that would last. For this and many other reasons, the Civic delivered notable
sales figures in its first year over 32, units sold. Well on its way towards becoming one of the
best-selling cars of all time. For its second-generation, the Civic enjoyed a complete overhaul.
The body was more generous, the styling more angular, and the engines more powerful. These
included the base 1,cc engine, capable of HP, as well as an upgraded 1,cc model pushing HP.
The second-gen model also saw the introduction of an FE model fuel efficiency. Though the
coupe was no more, the Civic did see the addition of a 5-door wagon model. The third-gen
Honda Civic saw the release of a radically-new exterior design that more closely resembled the
Civic we know today. It was also in this generation that Honda decided to mix things up a bit.
With the addition of a fastback coupe labeled the CRX , as well as a larger 5-door shuttle-wagon.
This version of the Civic is also the first to feature Hondas popular D series engines, which first
arrived in These were smaller and lighter, but still capable of producing a decent amount of
power. It was also during this time that Honda added a 4WD variant. Better known as Realtime
4WD, which in some iteration is still used to this day. With it came new, more powerful engines,
as well as a suite of new model packages. Two of the most notable changes, though, were the
addition of a double-wishbone suspension for the front and rear, and 4-wheel disc brakes.
Because of these, handling improved dramatically, and so too did the Civics appeal. By , the
Civic was available in three different model packages. First, was the DX, which featured a 1. The
upgraded LX came with a more powerful version of that same engine, producing HP, as well as
the option of power windows and locks. At the top of the list was the EX, which came with the
same features as the LX, but with larger 14" wheels and a more potent 1. The fifth generation of
the Civic marked another complete redesign. This time, with a focus on performance and safety.
The Civic was on its way towards mass-appeal. For the first time, features like standard
side-airbags, and optional ABS brakes had arrived. The range-topping EX came with an
impressive 1. Transmissions included a standard 5-speed manual, as well as a 4-speed
automatic on the DX hatchback, and all sedan models. The sixth generation of the Civic was still
a step forward, though, not as big a step compared to previous years. New for this generation,
though, was the 2-door coupe, the HX. Another first was the addition of a CVT , which promised
to provide increased fuel economy while also upping performance. Perhaps the most exciting
news for this generation was the reintroduction of the Si, which was now available as a coupe.
Under the hood was the most potent engine ever found in a Civic, a HP, 1. As the Civic entered a
new-millennia, so too did the options available to consumers. The front-end switched away from
a double-wishbone suspension, in favor of McPherson struts. This new design gave the Civic a
stiffer, more capable handling ability. The interior also saw a notable increase in size, as the
Civic emerged into the compact segment. Another first, to stay competitive in the fast-growing
market, was the addition of a Hybrid model. The public adored the Civics eighth generation, and
it showed by the sheer number of awards it won. The Civic was available in three variants, a
4-door compact sedan, a 5-door hatchback, and a 2-door coupe sharing the same platform as
the sedan. Under the hood was a SOHC 1. Compared to earlier models, the HP it produced was
impressive. The latest rendition of the Hybrid model found itself paired to a CVT for the first
time. This coupling allowed US consumers to enjoy a staggering MPG in either the city or on the
highway. Due to the financial crisis, Honda aimed to make the Civic even more fuel-efficient,
leading to the ninth-generation being smaller and lighter. New tech like "Eco Assist" helped to
bolster mileage without lowering performance. By now, ABS brakes were standard on all
models, including both coupe, and sedan. As well as a new multilink rear suspension to
improve ride quality. The latest version of the Si came with a brand-new 2. Fast forward to the
modern Civic of today, and it is remarkable to see how far Honda's compact has come. Bold
styling, innovative safety tech , and powerful engine options have led to one of the most
advanced compact cars ever built. Model choices include the sedan, coupe, a 5-door hatchback,
and Si. There's even a new Type-R model featuring over HP thanks to its 2. As of August of ,
over , Civics have sold this year alone. When you look back to where it all began, and the many
changes along the way, it's not hard to see why the Civic has stayed popular in the market. I'd
love to be emailed when a new, high quality document is available for my Honda Civic. My email
address is:. By using this website, you automatically accept that we use cookies. What for?
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